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Details of Visit:

Author: Doc Daneeka
Location 2: Bloomsbury
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 8 Oct 2016 15:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.ariatantra.com
Phone: 07557983789

The Premises:

Small studio, discrete entrance, nice hot shower (offered before and after) with toiletries, towels,
etc. Entirely fit for purpose.

The Lady:

Young, soft spoken, nicely curvy American lady, about 5'4", mid-20s I would guess.

The Story:

This was massage and HR only - of the Tantric kind, but very enjoyable and very satisfying and
relaxing, notwithstanding. Aria was a bit formal at first, explaining her boundaries and asking about
mine (she offers some bdsm services if that's your thing) and what I liked and didn't like, but soon
opened up. As far as I was concerned this was just being professional. She is in fact chatty and
interesting to talk with, but had no problem about staying quiet as she gradually built up my
experience. I asked to come twice, and Aria's suggestion that we have the first one quite early in the
session was very sensible as it allowed me to let go and relax to leave plenty of time for her to really
build up the sensations and for me to enjoy them without having to worry about coming too soon.
Aria was concerned for me to have a good time and I could feel that (literally) throughout our time
together.

I went for the pricier option which allowed me to touch as well as be touched and I am very glad I
did. Aria's limits in this regard are generous and I had a lovely and very intimate experience. The
massage was done on a mattress, which meant that getting close was not a problem. Afterwards,
she gave me plenty of time to come back down to earth and we had a nice chat about this and that
after I had showered. I'm writing this a day later and still feel pleasantly calm and relaxed.

There's a lot of Tantric b/s and charlatanary around, but I think Aria is genuine and I am very glad to
have spent time with her.
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